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DIRECTOR CORNER

Greetings

Here we are starting the last month of 2020. What a year we have had as you pretty
much know. I hope and pray all are well and enjoying the season.
At our last meeting we went over the Christmas Party and what the members
wanted. I was happy to have good inputs and we were able to finalize some of the details.
Gary Turner, our Assistant Chapter Director, started his presentation on what to do
if we come upon or are in an accident. Gary is planning a series of 15-minute talks that he
will give at our meetings starting again in January. Gary has taught this to EMT’s and
other first responders so he should have some really good talks. The members that were
present enjoyed what they heard.
Our last Zoom meeting with the district was short. We did have the director of
GWRRA, Jere Goodman, on line with us. Jere stated that there has been a number of
states to cancel their rally’s and or postpone them until late next year. Wing Ding is still a
go. I know there is a few planning on going down form Idaho from the other chapters.
Chapter H is still planning the river run for 5-8 August. Our District Rally is 13-15
August at the KOA in Kamiah. You can call the KOA and make your reservation for the
rooms or camp sites now.
The rest of the Zoom meeting was talking about the other chapters. Most are still
struggling to meet and few are doing rides. I know one said they had been snowed in and
didn’t know when they would ride again.
We are planning on gathering at the Red Lion on December 5th for our Christmas
Party and dinner. We have a good number saying they are planning on attending. It
should be a good time for all.
This newsletter brings us to the end of the year. As your chapter director, I have
enjoyed talking and riding with this chapter this year. I know we have not been on a lot of
rides and we have been limited as to where we have been able to travel. The virus has
really messed this country up. I am hoping that this next year will be better and we can
get out and enjoy our bikes and being around other riders. I know I have heard of 3 long
trips planned by the chapter members for this coming year. I am hoping they get to make
their planned trips.

We have seen some growth in our chapter in new members. Yes, we have lost a few
to either moving away from riding or changes in their lives. We should always be on the
lookout for others to invite to our meetings and rides.
Congratulations to J Jones for having the High Mileage for 2020. JJ rode 7,485
miles this year. Our chapter total was 33,746 miles. Not bad for being locked down for
most of the year. Looking at past year’s totals for the chapter, we have not had this high
of mileage since 2017. Congratulations JJ.
I want to take a second to thank all of my Chapter Officers for all they have done
this year. Without your support and inputs this chapter would have been in trouble. We
have seen so many chapters fold over the last year. Our Chapter Officers have helped to
keep us going. THANK YOU SO VERY MUCH.
Karen and I want to wish everybody a very MERRY CHRISTMAS and a Happy
New Year. We pray that you are able to enjoy time with your families and friends these
next few weeks and you all see good health this next year. MERRY CHRISTMAS.

Bob

ASSISTANT DIRECTOR CORNER

Chapter 12

The final chapter of year 2020. December has arrived. As a Nation, and as a World,
we have certainly packed a large number of events into this year both planned, and
unplanned. Enough, it appears, that we will carry quite a bit of it at least into the first
part of 2021. But major events typically don’t have solid stopping points. As much as
many of us would like to say “I’m glad that year is over”, the transition from December
31, to January 1 is really little more that throwing one calendar out, so you can hang the
new one up on the kitchen wall and start digging out all of your tax documents to get a
jump start on filing. This all seems quite mundane, and many are feeling a little hopeless
these days, but don’t forget how resilient we actually are in the face of adversity.
What we experience now, will be what others learn from in the future. For better or
worse, we are becoming a significant part of history. Recently, while thinking of the
impact that COVID-19 is having on our nation, and the world, I thought through the
major events of my lifetime that have impacted life and society for the foreseen future.
I was born during the Vietnam war, experienced the Mt. St. Helens eruption,
anxiously watched the unfolding and subsequent events of armed conflicts in Somalia,
Kuwait, Afghanistan (some still going), 9/11 terror attacks, and experienced hurricane
Katrina first hand when the Gulf Coast wasn’t enough to slow her down and she came
right in to Memphis, to name a few. Many of our members served in the armed conflicts
listed above, and likely some I didn’t mention. For them I am grateful, and I thank you for
your service to our country! Now we are faced with a different enemy that is taking a toll
on many different levels, but it appears that we do have some new weapons that we will
have at our disposal soon so that we can change our rules of engagement and do what we
do best: We Prevail!

Consider my short list, and what major events have impacted your life (some of you
have a great deal more life experience than I). I do not wish, or intend to diminish the
losses we have all experienced through these historical events, but we have, and we will,
trudge forward as a Nation, a People, and a Chapter. Through this year we have
continued to safely gather as a chapter, conduct business, grow membership, and best of
all…ride. Certainly not as much as we all may have liked, but we as humans have the
inherent ability to adapt and overcome. It’s much more satisfying to look through the
windshield, than in the mirrors, so let’s keep moving. Learn from history, and prevail. It’s
what we do best. I’m looking forward to the next year with you fine folks. It may suck as
bad as the last one, but we will continue the march forward as best we can. Progress is
never made standing still.

Ride safe, ride long.

~ Gary

BUSINESS

Minutes form the December 2020 meeting/ Christmas Party.
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

•
•
•
•
•
•

The Christmas Party was called to order at 6:00 pm. There was 18 members present.
Bob Cooper called for the Pledge of Allegiance.
Bob announced Birthdays and Anniversaries for December and January 2021.
The Salad was served to start dinner.
Bob announced the winner of the Highest Mileage Award, Jay Jones. J J wasn’t present so the
award will be given to him later this month.
Dinner was served. Dinner consisted of Roasted Turkey, Roasted Ham, Whipped Mashed
Potatoes with Gravy, Green Bean Casserole, Stuffing and rolls.
Bob and Karen passed out little bags for each member. No one was allowed to open the bags
until everybody had one. Once everybody had a bag; they were allowed to be opened. The
officers of the chapter had bought “dog tags” to for key rings for everybody present. The tag
said “Quad City Road Rider” on one side and the other “2020 Survivor”.
Bob announced the Hiwaymen’s Toy ride to be the 19th of December. They will meet at Lancer
Lane with Kick Stands up at 1:00 pm.
Desert was served. Choice of Apple Pie or Pumpkin Pie.
Cathy Zeller took charge of the “White Elephant” Gifts. She shared the rules and all had to
draw a number to order of selecting their gifts. A certain gift of “Twister” moved around the
table a few times. Everybody enjoyed themselves.
January meeting will be held on January 9, 2021 at 8:30 in the Red Lion.
The club collected donation for The Marine Cor Toy for Tots program. We collected 10 toys to
be delivered to the program.
Bob took a minute to wish everybody a very MERRY CHRISTMAS.
Party adjourned at 8:00 pm

MERRY CHRSTMAS

RIDERS EDUCATION

~Mark
Hello to All!
We are fast approaching Christmas and a New Year! Hopefully 2021 will be better for all
of us however, we will have to see. Let’s keep safety and planning in our minds through
the Holidays by ensuring if we are traveling, we check the weather along our routes,
ensure periodic rest stops, and keep our eyes open for any and all road hazards that we
may encounter. Also, it not a bad idea to leave an itinerary with friends or family just in
case. As for our bikes/trikes/others, make sure you have put your ride into its winter
hibernation so you are ready for this spring when ridding weather returns and we are out
on the open roads! For those that will continue to ride, be mindful of how quickly the
weather can change, the cold, and other driver who seem to not to lookout for others as
they go their merry way.
Jamie and I would like to wish all of our GWRRA friends a very Merry Christmas and
Happy New Year and we look forward to our upcoming meeting with all of you who are
able to attend. Take Care and be as safe as you are able in these trying times! Keep the
rubber on the road!

Mark & Jamie Moeckli

Ten tips for winter motorcycle riding
Lance Oliver
Oct 24, 2019
You don't have to live in Miami or Phoenix to be able to ride through the winter instead of
storing your motorcycle. But at the same time, you don't have to be exploring the ice roads
of northern Canada to face challenges if you keep riding when cold weather hits.

When you see this on your dash, extra
measures are required. Photo by Lemmy, Riding in cold weather makes some demands on
us, if we want to stay as safe and comfortable as possible. Now maybe you're the type

who's about to say, "That's why I have a $30,000 pickup truck with a nice warm heater
and a roof, because riding in the winter is no fun." That's fine. I won't think you any less
of a motorcyclist but recognize that some of us actually enjoy taking on the challenge of
winter riding and don't want a multi-month layoff from riding. Let's just respect each
other's risk tolerances and preferences. I don't ride as far or as often in the winter, but
even short rides improve my mood and I also like not being totally rusty when the first
nice spring ride comes around.
If you're like me, and you'd rather winter ride than winterize, you have to deal with the
challenges of cold-weather motorcycle riding that require extra thought and vigilance.
Those fall into three categories: the environment, your body and your equipment. Here
are 10 things to consider.

Your tires don't have to be this cold to provide reduced traction. Photo by Lance Oliver.
Winter riding: The harsh environment
It's a cold cruel world out there, so consider these dangers.
1. Expected loss of traction: snow and ice. Get the obvious out of the way first. I've
been caught out in snow on a motorcycle two times, about 25 years apart, both while
commuting and, fortunately, both times I was less than two miles from my
destination. I survived, but I'll never do it intentionally. Riding a dirt bike in a
snowy field can be fun (at least for a while) and instructive and they say ice racing is
a blast, but riding on the street in snowy or icy conditions puts you at the mercy of
traffic situations you may not be able to deal with competently. As I mentioned
above, we all have to determine our own risk tolerance, but ice or snow is where I
personally draw the line. You make your choices and live with the consequences. If

you do decide to ride in the snow intentionally, you'll want studded tires and laws on
those vary widely, so check locally.
2. Unexpected loss of traction: hidden ice. Even if you never intentionally go out in icy
conditions, you still have to increase your vigilance. Say it's sunny and dry with
temperatures in the 40s at midday. You can still encounter leftover frost or ice in
shaded or low-lying areas, so be alert to those situations. It's never a good idea to
ride a motorcycle on the street in a carefree fashion with your mind wandering, but
in winter weather, you have to be even more engaged, constantly scanning and
analyzing potential hazards.
3. Unexpected loss of traction: salt, cinders, patches, damage. We love to complain
about the corrosion damage road salt does to our motorcycles and for many people
that's reason enough not to ride. (If you're one of those, see suggestion number one
in the equipment section below.) But salt can also rob you of traction. It's similar to
gravel when freshly strewn on the pavement and similar to dust when it's been
ground up by a thousand passing vehicles. Yes, even that fine dusting of salt reduces
your tire's grip. Other jurisdictions spread cinders (this is common in the Hocking
Hills, a popular riding area near me, and creates a hazard in winter that lasts into
spring), which is even worse. Another thing motorcyclists love to complain about on
hot summer days, tar snakes, are also a cold-weather hazard. Just as they get gooey
and slippery in the heat, those asphalt patches turn hard and slick in the cold.
Finally, we all know the freeze-thaw cycle causes potholes and snowplows can gouge
them up even worse, so be alert for new hazards even on your regular route.
4. Expected loss of traction: cold tires. In the 18 years since I moved back from the
tropics to 39.96 degrees north latitude, I've had two small crashes on the street. Both
were very low-speed, both on especially cold April mornings, both within a mile of
my house and, not surprisingly, cold tires contributed to both. Probably just about
everyone knows that cold tires offer less grip, but as I proved a few years ago,
knowledge is useless if you don't act on it. Braking, accelerating and leaning all
must be moderated to accommodate cold tires, especially at the beginning of the
ride.
Winter riding: Care and feeding of the operator

The Polar Bear Grand Tour consists of organized rides
during the time of year when most motorcyclists wouldn't even think of riding. Photo by
Sherry Loughin. In his Common Tread article and video, Brandon has already provided
some tips about gear and accessories that will help you stay comfortable (and therefore
safer) while riding in cold weather. Beyond having the right gear, you also have to keep
yourself in proper operating condition.
1. The cold makes you tired. The longest cold-weather ride I ever did was a trip to
ZLA HQ in February. It was sunny with temperatures in the 40s, so I didn't have to
worry about ice or snow. A 500-mile day is tiring under any conditions, but in the
cold your body is working harder, generating heat. Extra rest stops and eating right
and regularly are important. Don't think you can only get dehydrated in hot
weather, either. The dry air of winter sucks moisture out of you without you
noticing. Days are shorter and temperatures can drop rapidly after sundown, so
factor that into your planned distance. Nearly all my cold-weather rides are short
ones, but if you are going to cover distance, consider what distance is realistic.
2. The cold reduces dexterity. So there you are on a salt-dusted road with cold tires
and wearing insulated gloves when a car turns left in front of you, forcing you to
threshold brake at the limits of reduced adhesion to avoid a crash. Do you have that
level of fine control in your fingers when you need it most? When I choose winter
gear, I put a lot of effort into keeping my hands warm (heated gloves, heated grips,
handguards, quality gloves are all deployed in various combinations). On the road
in winter, two things call for a mandatory stop: a shiver (means my core is getting
cold) and stiff hands. A little warm water and time with the air hand dryer at the
rest area restroom restores blood flow in my metacarpals.
3. The cold reduces mental concentration. It's not just your frozen fingers.
Hypothermia sets in gradually and it also affects your most vital organ, your brain.
Words of warning from my friend Eric Trow, principal at Stayin' Safe Motorcycle
Training: "We tend to associate hypothermia with physical effects, such as stiff,
numb, or aching hands and feet. But perhaps the greatest threat to the rider is the
impact hypothermia can have on mental sharpness. Our thinking often slows, our

active scanning and anticipation of potential threats diminishes, and our judgment
can become seriously compromised. As a result, bad situations seem to develop more
quickly and more often. And when they do, the physical limitations of stiff and
numb hands and feet make responding to a threat even more ineffective. That's a
rather 'chilling' combination when you think about the potential consequences."
Rest stops to warm up or calling it a day early will keep you from getting to that
danger point.

Even northern winters offer days when the roads are clear, even if the landscape looks
positively wintry. This photo is from a 500-mile day I did in February. Temperatures were
in the 40s and the day was sunny, despite the snow on the ground. Photo by Lance Oliver.
Winter riding: Equipment matters
There is no ride without your motorcycle, the essential third part of the equation. My tips:
1. Buy a winter beater. Here's a great excuse to buy another motorcycle. If you're one
of those riders who puts away your expensive bike for four months of the year
because you don't want to expose it to salt or test your throttle-control skills with a
high-powered machine in iffy conditions, buy a cheap dual-sport. Back when I had a

Monday-through-Friday regular commute to an office job, I bought a humble
Honda NX250 for $1,100 and rode it to work all winter for several years. The dualsport tires worked well in the cold, the light weight and modest power made it easy
to handle in sub-optimal traction conditions and when the salt corroded a bolt on
the brake caliper, a replacement caliper on eBay cost me a whopping $30. And since
it was already a beater when I bought it, I didn't feel bad about its hard life. Winter
is a great time to slow down and try a new motorcycle experience.
2. Don't neglect maintenance. Days are short. You ride home from work and arrive in
darkness. Performing maintenance in the cold sounds about as appealing as taking a
staple gun to your forehead. But the salt is at work on components (possibly vital
ones, such as the sole front brake caliper on my old NX250 commuter). Sticky cables
aren't likely to move more freely as the temperature drops. Make time to keep on
top of what's happening to your ride (easier to do if you've stored your good bike
and have only your winter beater to attend to).
3. Tires, again. We're probably not going to be like the car driver who switches to
snow tires for the season, but it does make sense to consider all-around performance
when choosing tires. Sport-touring tires are generally designed with more siping to
move water and with compounds that perform well over a wider temperature range.
If you're riding that dual-sport I recommended, today's 50-50 adventure tires make
great street tires in wet conditions and could be a real lifesaver if you do get caught
in some slushy snow.

EVENTS OF INTEREST – REASONS TO RIDE
This is not an all-inclusive list. Dates and details of events may change. Review information before attending an event.

ID-B Calendar
Other Reasons to Ride Calendar
Oregon District Event Calendar
GWRRA Event Calendar
Check your Wing World, Idaho District and Region I web sites and newsletters for other
GWRRA sponsored events.

NEXT GATHERING 01/09/2021
Red Lion

621 21st St, Lewiston, ID 83501
Time 8:30 AM to 10:00 AM

FRIENDS FOR FUN, SAFETY, AND KNOWLEDGE

